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A few words from our Chair
I was happy to step in to the role of Chair in April 2019, taking over from Ruth
Berkley. We wish Ruth well in her new role as Chair of HealthNet. I am pleased to say
that 2018/19 has been another busy and successful year for WHiST. That is not to say
it has not been challenging with funding continuing to be difficult to secure and the
need for our services increasing.
“Austerity measures since 2010, have reduced funding available for women’s organisations. At the same time
cuts to statutory services and social security cuts and changes have increased the demand on the voluntary
sector”. (Women’s Budget Group, Life-Changing and Life-Saving: Funding for the women’s sector - The Case
for Specialist Women’s Organisations. March 2019)
The Women’s Resource Centre has calculated that the social value generated by women’s services is five to
11 times greater than the amount of money invested in them. (WRC (2011) Hidden Value: Demonstrating the
extraordinary impact of women’s voluntary and community organisations)
Set within this difficult funding landscape, WHiST continues to provide value for money and has increased its
outcomes in the following way;
•

We delivered more sessions this year, more courses and our membership has increased. We have
developed new services.

•

We have maintained delivery of all of our core projects, Employability, Counselling, Courses and
Volunteering, having successfully secured further funding.

•

We played a critical role in the North East Women’s Network and South of Tyne Women’s Partnership.
For the third consecutive year we have worked in partnership to plan and deliver an event around
International Women’s Day, hosting it at our premises.

•

We have developed further partnerships in the Borough and take an active part in local strategic
networks and emerging initiatives with a view to influencing service delivery for women.

•

We have strengthened working relationships with the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), Public Health
and the Voluntary Sector.

•

We have focused on our strategic plans and developed a women’s collective exploring sustainability.

•

Plans for the exit strategy of the CEO have been achieved and we welcome Corinne Devine into this
challenging role.

We have faced and overcome major challenges during the year. We continue to seek funding for our long
running and valuable crèche service which we are currently unable to offer. Lack of crèche provision is
a barrier for women to attend our project and since its closure we have had 38 women ask for that
support including referrals from Health Visitors and Social Workers.
WHiST continues to evaluate provision which shows we provide life changing services as
described in this report. (See page 19 for findings from our recent project survey) We are
grateful to our volunteers, Trustees, staff, funders and supporters who enable this
work to take place in a women-only environment.
We know there are challenges ahead, particularly around funding
and we continue to work on addressing sustainability in new
and different ways.

Eve Allen
Eve Allen, Chair
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Feedback from women accessing WHiST services
“I have more
confidence now, and
I have learnt how to care
for myself and other
people.”

“I would like to thank the
staff at WHiST for providing a
much needed, valuable and
supportive service for which I
will always be thankful.”

“This course has boosted my
confidence, made me stronger,
I’m now able to speak my own
mind with others without the
need to feel or be angry and I
don’t let people take advantage
and walk all over me.”

“Every woman that walks through
WHiST’s door is given the respect
and the support they need on their
journey to wellbeing.”

“I also needed to talk and learn in a
non-judgmental environment where
it is okay to talk about mental health
and self-esteem. The tutors and
other learners at WHIST have given
me belief in myself again.”

“None of this
would have happened
without the courses at
WHIST.
Thank you.”

“WHIST was a
lifeline for me

“At WHIST I have learned a great deal
about how to manage my health
conditions and how to care for myself.
After doing one course I was able to take
up part time employment again. Without
that specialist support it would have been
much harder to return to work. Now, I use
what WHIST has taught me in order to
care for myself and stay in work - I have
been able to take on more hours and new
responsibilities.”

The Stained Glass Window
The stained glass shown on the front page was created by
volunteers. They worked with Community Art Project North East
(CAPNE) and glass artist Sue Delbridge to produce 3 beautiful
stained glass panels depicting the important role of South
Tyneside women during World War 1. The project was
funded by South Tyneside Council and Cultural Spring.
3
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The WHiST Model - A women
centred approach
WHiST is a women-only charitable voluntary organisation, founded in 1986 to
support women who live or work in South Tyneside. We provide a comprehensive
range of services which enable women to establish and maintain control over their
lives, to make informed decisions with regard to their own and their family’s wellbeing and to influence the provision of services.

In 2018/19 we offered 3644 sessions of support to 1083 women.
Bio-psycho-social Dimensions
Our service model acknowledges the biopsychosocial dimensions of health. This model views health and
illness as the product of biological characteristics, behavioural factors and social conditions. These factors are
complex and embedded in wider structures and they also affect individual choices, behaviours and responses.
Our model is underpinned by an understanding of the dynamics of power fuelling social and economic
inequalities - and the need for social justice.
An empowerment model places the woman at the centre of service provision, offering choice and control in the
process, participation in decision-making and helping her rebuild a sense of confidence, capability and ability
to take action.
Principles of social justice involve:

Accessibility

Participation

Rights

We recognise the diverse structural contexts that impact on women in
society - from birth, through girlhood and onwards, which become part
of women’s embodied and lived experiences. These multiple factors
significantly affect women’s emotional, mental and physical health and so they link to the complexities and specifics of women’s needs
around health and well-being.

To facilitate and support women
in addressing these issues
and needs, we work from a
women-centred approach.
4
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A study of women-only services commissioned by the
Equality and Human Rights Commission found that for the
majority of service users the women-only aspect of the
service was important in their decision to attend. Reasons
for this included safety and security, building trust and
confidence, peer support and the ability to talk freely
about the issues facing them. These were particularly
important for ethnic-minority service users.
Life-Changing and Life-Saving: Funding for the
women’s sector, Women’s Budget Group

Our own research backs up this finding, the women only aspect of
provison is important to 93% of WHiST members.
(See page 19)

Our Women-Centred Approach includes:
•

Focussing on women’s
expressed need and lived
experience

•

Understanding of women’s
needs and lives underpins our
approach

•

Informed by an understanding
of what works for women and

offering a women-only, safe
and enabling environment
•

•

Holistic approach – a range
of services to meet multiple
and complex needs
Services delivered with quality
and professionalism

•

Co-production and
collaboration in creating and
delivering services

•

Use of specific skills set in
a flexible and supportive
working environment; we
facilitate pathways and
service integration

WHiST’s womens centred approach has been developed in South Tyneside by our CEO Angela Oxberry for
over 30 years. Our knowledge of providing services for women, by women means that we can learn from
experience and better problem solve. Being specialist and not generalist gives us our strength.
Our members tell us that they could not find this unique service anywhere else.

We achievd our aims by providing the following services:
Counselling

•

Support groups

Personal development
and training courses

•

Drop-in sessions

•

Exercise sessions

•

Employability support

•

Health and Well-being support

•

Volunteering opportunities

•

Information, advice & guidance

•

Listening ear service

•

Complementary Therapies

•

Crèche

•

Library

•
•

5
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Why women centred?
Community based women-centred services enable women & girls to achieve good
mental and physical health, preventing problems from developing or recurring.
Women find physical and emotional safety, and spaces where they feel less isolated
and are free to express themselves.
Hatchett et al., 2015, Reeve et al., 2006, Women’s Resource Centre (WRC) 2007.

Health impacts of women only services
Snap-shot survey of 375 women from 10 women’s organisations October 2017. Commissioned by Women’s
first partnership, Women’s resource centre and Esmee Fairbairn foundation.

88%

More
confidence

76%
79% 69%

81%

Care for
myself better

Healthier
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Feel less
isolated

86%
Feel better

about myself
Better manage
my health
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Five reasons to commission
women only health services
1. Need

Women-centred services reach out to the most marginalised women, addressing health
issues alongside other multiple and complex needs. Radcliffe, Hunter, & Vass, 2013

2. Value

NHS savings in the North East could amount to around £50m per year, equivalent to the
cost of 1,300 nurses or 600 doctors. Women’s Health Equality Consortia WHEC, 2017.

3. Impact

Low-cost community-based women’s support services are shown to reduce the demand
on NHS services. WHEC, 2017.

4. Equal

A holistic approach responds to women’s varied needs and addresses the wider
determinants of health inequality. WRC, 2007, 2011, 2016.

5. Legal

Single sex services are permitted where it can be shown to be the most effective way of
providing those services. Equality Act 2010, Schedule 3, Part 7.

This place brought
back my sparkle

Feeling human
again
This is the place
that never gave up

Working better
than the treatment
my GP tried
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Courses
Our course provision is developed in response to the needs of our members and is
aimed at improving health and well-being, be that on an emotional and/or physical
level, and on increasing life chances.
This year our courses were funded by South Tyneside Skills Service, the Workers Educational Association (WEA)
and local trusts including the Winter Family Fund

Partnership working
We work in partnership with other projects giving them an opportunity to facilitate their courses and
workshops with our members. Partners include
•

Media Savvy

•

The Millin Charity

•

Chilli Art Studios

•

•

Community Art Project
North East (CAPNE)

Tyne and Wear Museums &
Workie Ticket Theatre Company

•

Northern Rights

We also welcomed young mother’s from Bright Futures who came to WHiST to access yoga classes.

This year 898 places were taken on the 79 different courses facilitated at WHiST.
This is an increase of 14 more courses offered than the previous year.
New courses this year include:
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•

Level 2 Facilitating Adults Award

•

Level 1 Enterprise course

•

Audio History training

•

Digital Arts and Media

•

Introduction to sewing machines

•

Theatre workshops

•

Level 3 Teaching Award
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Funding
We successfully managed the contract with South Tyneside Skills Service and had positive feedback at
contract monitoring meetings. 100% of our learners on Skills Service funded courses are South Tyneside
residents, helping the Skills Service reach their target of delivering to local people. An audit of Personal
Learning Plans in March stated that in addition to the learning opportunities on courses, WHiST was
providing good Information and Guidance to learners. We have secured a further contract to provide
adult learning in 2019/20.
The WEA will continue to work with WHiST next year, funding tutors to deliver exercise, creative writing, drama
and complementary therapies from WHiST. We are also working in partnership with the WEA to offer an
Introduction to Working in Care course with progression onto a Level 2 Childcare qualification. These courses
will give local women an opportunity to increase skills and experience for finding work in the care sector.
Evaluation shows that our courses enable women to progress in their lives by improving confidence,
awareness, skills and social networks with progression to other formal and informal courses offered by
statutory and non-statutory agencies.

Self Help and Peer Support groups
Self Help and Peer Support groups, These include:

Drug and Alcohol peer
support group, meeting weekly.

Craft group with
peer support

A Relaxation session with a
trained facilitator guiding women,
it meets fortnightly.

Re-Mind a look after
your memory group

Living with Long Term Health
Conditions self help
and support group.

Listening ear peer
support & peer mentoring

Meet and Greet
volunteer led service

Tutor Jasmine Hewitt presents learners with Maths and English certificates

9
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Volunteering
This year our volunteer co-ordinator Joy Nancarrow has worked with 51 volunteers,
9 of those new women, who have offered their time, skills and expertise at WHiST to
provide core services from meet and greet to daily drop ins.
•

Volunteers provided over 150 hours of support services a week. The number of volunteer hours has
remained the same from 2018 dispite less support hours being avabible due to a decrease in funding.

•

Volunteers provided services to 104 women who identified as being excluded from other services.

•

43 volunteers reported improved levels of confidence enabling 15 to progress into new and more
challenging roles and the development of new services. Volunteers have been supported by the project to
deal with a range of personal issues including mental health and physical health issues.

•

24 Volunteers have gained skills and qualifications to improve their employability including building
confidence, support with CV writing, food hygiene and customer service skills.

•

4 women were supported to find employment.

The funding for this project ended in March and WHiST has successfully secured
further funding to enable Joy to continue working with and supporting volunteers
for 3.5 days each week, developing a peer support model.
New activities started this year have included:
The Luna Women’s Collective: volunteers are developing skills to support social enterprise and increase the
skills and confidence of other women. With funding from the Winter Family Fund, volunteers achieved a Level 1
qualification in enterprise, facilitated by the Millin Charity. The WEA provided workshops to train women using
sewing machines so they can make craft items to sell as part of the enterprise. The volunteers meet weekly
and are looking for new crafting volunteers who might like to join them. Beginners are welcome.
Teaching skills course: Volunteers have completed a level 2-teaching course funded by the WEA and are now
working on the Level 3 Award in teaching at WHiST, funded by a local charitable trust. These volunteers are
beginning to use their newly developed skills by running workshops for their other WHiST members.
Volunteer passport: Our Volunteer Coordinators are participants in VolunteerNet, a networking group
supported by Inspire. We are signed up to this borough wide initiative to more easily support volunteers to
offer their time and skills within the whole of South Tyneside. Volunteers can record their training, skills and
experience within the passport which can be shared with other agencies.
Expansion of Women against Waste Sustainability group: Volunteers have accessed training on the impact
and mitigation of climate change and supported members with reduction of heating costs, disposal of
batteries and a recycling bin at WHiST.
Arts project: Volunteers worked with Community Art Project North East (CAPNE) and glass artist Sue Delbridge
to produce 3 beautiful stained glass panels depicting the important role of South Tyneside women during World
War 1. The project was funded by South Tyneside Council and Cultural Spring. Inspiration for the panels came
from the information our volunteers uncovered during our WW1 Research project. The panels were on display in
South Tyneside museum as part of their WW1 exhibition and will be installed at WHiST in the coming months.
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Working in a solution-focused manner benefits both our organisation and the
women that are supported by it. This way of working has enabled women to be
supported to successfully achieve outcomes and goals that have far-reaching
impacts on both their own and their family’s lives.
The Organisational survey conducted by volunteers has demonstrated that our supported
volunteering model works. Women come to WHiST to meet other women, for friendship and
social opportunities. From this women are then able to choose from a whole range of opportunities
that they have an interest in and take part in ways that suit them.

What is the WHiST Supported Volunteering Model?
A true ‘bottom up’ supported volunteering model where the personal and professional development of
everyone involved is valued and nurtured and is central to service delivery.
Our model encourages women to develop and improve self-confidence, to share experiences and spend time
shoulder to shoulder developing the respect and trust of other women.
The highest priority for our model is to encourage, support and enable women to unfold their full potential,
skills and abilities.
The model is a partnership between the agency and the volunteer where both benefit from the collaboration.
Quotes from learners on the Level 3 Teaching Award
•

The course has given me wings.

•

I felt useless – now I feel capable of anything.

•

I have increased my well-being, confidence, selfesteem and self-awareness.

•

My head was spinning before I started the course
– I have been grounded.

•

I have now flown as a result of the course.

•

•

Huge career development I am now looking at
jobs, work and further training.

I can now plan and think, I am doing stuff I never
thought I could.

•

I have learned that I can overcome challenges

•

Huge opportunities to teach as a volunteer and
I’m now employed to teach. (at another project)

Training opportunities attended by volunteers have included:
•

Food Hygiene

•

Research Skills

•

Suicide prevention

•

Listening Skills

•

Environmental sustainability

•

Marketing

•

Alcohol and substance misuse
training

•

Social Enterprise

•

Self Care

•

Safeguarding

•

Working with Trauma

•

Teaching Adults

11
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Counselling Services
This year we secured further funding from the Police Crime Commissioner for
the job sharing post of Counselling Co-ordinator, which enabled us to continue to
provide a counselling service for women. Teresa Martin, Margaret Bird and a team of
professionally supervised Volunteers have delivered this valuable service throughout
the year.
What is the WHiST model?
We have offered counselling for 30 years and our experience and expertise in responding to women’s needs
is substantial. Counselling provision is integrated into our wraparound services. We have an informed
understanding of the particular issues, contexts, pressures and challenges in women’s lives. As such, we are
able to respond flexibly to the range and complexity of health needs and issues that women specifically face
over their lifespans. Women are supported holistically and can recover, gain strength and progress within this
environment at a pace that works for them.
Unique and tailored Counselling Provision
A range of therapy approaches and methods are offered, giving women in South Tyneside
real choice, free to access;
•

Humanistic/Person-Centred

•

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)

•

Transactional Analysis

•

Solution Focussed

•

Gestalt

•

Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)

•

Psychodrama

WHiST Counsellors have accessed training in;
•

CBT techniques

•

Working with self-harming behaviours

•

Sustainable self-care

•

•

Trauma informed practice

The use of creative action methods in
supervision.

The Numbers...
•

17 counsellors delivered sessions from WHiST
this year.

•

12 are volunteers with WHiST.

•

2 job share the Counselling Coordinators post.

•

•

delivered examining safeguarding issues and
clinical practice.
•

1551 sessions of counselling were offered and
90 assessments undertaken.

2 counsellors from Rape Crisis Tyneside
Northumberland & 1 from Sunderland
Counselling Services also provided counselling
sessions during the year.

•

We provided 36 hours of counselling on
average a week

•

155 women have received counselling of which
56 were new members

Coordinators provided 74 hours of clinical
supervision in line with BACP and UKCP
regulations. Group supervision sessions were

•

156 women were offered counselling
assessments and 90 new women were added
to the counselling waiting list

The closure of other local services has resulted in an increase in referrals
and demand for the service remains high.
12
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Women experience issues including;
•

low self-esteem

•

isolation within communities

•

bereavement

•

child to adult abuse

•

parenting concerns

self-harming issues

•

financial hardship

•

suicidal ideation

•

bullying

•

substance misuse

•

domestic violence, including physical, sexual
and emotional abuse

•

mental ill health

•

physical ill health

•

difficulties initiating and maintaining healthy
relationships

•

The benefits for women of having counselling at WHiST
From counselling evaluations we can see that nearly 48% of women who completed our end of counselling
forms reported an improved ability to manage their difficulties. Over 22% reported that they now rate their
relationships as improved. 30% of clients said they had improved their confidence and 30.5% felt they were
better able to cope with daily life.

Women have said …

‘I specifically requested a Gestalt
counsellor, knowing that purely
NHS or short CBT sessions would
be a waste of time and money for
my deeply buried issues.’

‘The counselling lasted a number
of years, this I am very grateful for…
Since beginning counselling
with WHiST my esteem, confidence
and feeling of wellbeing has vastly
improved.’

The bigger picture
Women progress onto other WHiST services including courses and volunteering and take steps towards further
study, gain qualifications and look for employment.

WHiST’s peer support element of provision is central in enabling recovery.
We work in partnership participating in local forums including the Domestic Violence Forum, Healthnet and
Change4Life Health Champions; this means that we can also refer women for additional support with an
informed knowledge of appropriate services available.
Many thanks to Pam Young for donating her time, providing clinical supervision for one of our
Counselling Coordinators.
13
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Employability Project
Our Employability Project is offered in partnership with the WISE Group Building
Better Opportunities Programme funded by the National Lottery Community Fund
and the European Social Fund. The programme offers one to one tailored support
from our Employment Coach, Asia Uddin, to help women take positive steps towards
work, access to employment and work experience opportunities as well as supporting
them to achieve qualifications and improve their health, wellbeing and life chances.
Asia is supported by Debra McBride, one of our skilled admin workers.
Our stage one project ended in July 2019. We have successfully secured a second contract with the WISE
Group and are recruiting new women to the programme.
Our stage 1 participants were asked about the benefits they gained from participating in the programme.

Participant comments:

“The Wise Steps Program has
been a huge help with my mental
health, I got to pace myself and with
being held at WHiST, in a safe place was
a great idea. I hope others receive this
help and advice. I’m 49 years old and I
desperately needed guidance and
help to budget”.

“I’ve worked with a couple of
outside (partner) groups with good
success as well. I just wish I could
take part in new programme. Both
Asia and Anne were excellent to
work with”.

14

“The programme allowed me to
believe in myself again. From the
beginning I never thought there was
a light at the end of the tunnel. It
strengthened my self-esteem and got
me to stop the bad self-sabotage I
was doing to myself”

“Wise Steps gave me
invaluable guidance on the
different courses available and
who provides them. I felt very
supported”.
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Outcomes for the stage 1 participants.
•

38 women were supported by the programme.

•

78 Specialist Referrals were made to partner organisations.

•

9 previously economically inactive women who joined the programme have moved in to work as they
realised their potential.

•

Women have enrolled for courses at South Tyneside College, gained online qualifications,
took voluntary placements, attended courses at WHiST and gained basic skills.

Project Achievements

6

9

7

5

8

3

Gained a
qualification

Gained
employment

Economically
inactive moved
into job search

Milestone in job
search for
eco inactive

Entered
training and
education

Milestone in
education
and training

The project underwent external evaluation by Rocket Science:
‘The focus group went amazingly – it was a pleasure to talk to all the participants and a privilege to listen
to their experience of Wise Steps and WHIST. All participants talked about their experience with great
enthusiasm praising both the support received by the programme generally and that they received from Anne
and Asia specifically”

If you would like an informal chat about building your confidence to
find work at your own pace then contact Asia via the WHiST office.

Crèche
We are currently unable to offer crèche
provision but we continue to seek funding.
Thank you for Gell Kay and Debra McBride
who ran our crèche for many years.
Since closiing in March 2019, 38 women have
been unable to access crèche support.
15
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Profile of members
From 56% of our members the top 10 presenting health conditions are shown below:

Depression

Anxiety Stress

Arthritis

Asthma

Diabetes

COPD

Osteoporosis

Heart Problems

Fibrom Yalgia

Mobility Issues

185

81

80

74

48

39

37

25

22

20

17 other individual mental and physical health conditions (not shown) were listed by less than 20 members each.

Women attending WHiST live in the following wards

Beacon &
Bents

Hebburn North
& South

Bede

50

37

Simonside &
Rekendyke

Monkton

24

33

85

Primrose

Boldon
Colliery

16

Fellgate &
Hedworth

28

58

26

Horsley Hill

54

64

Westoe

Biddick &
All Saints

83

47

West Park

Harton

24

138

Whiteleas

Whitburn and
Marsden

27

46

Cleadon &
East Boldon

35

Cleadon Park
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Ethnicity 10% of the membership are from
different ethnic groups

Bangladeshi

White other

Asian

Black other

Indian

Mixed other

Black African

Mixed white Asian

Pakistani

42%

21%

11%

6%

6%

6%

3%

2%

3%

Members by Referral Source (1079 members)
NHS Referrals

Friend

Other

Prefer not to say

WHiST Programme

Social Worker

Social Media

Newspaper

379

355

109

113

46

34

31

12

113 Members Not Stated
One third of referrals are from health workers one third are from word of mouth and the remaining third are
from various other places shown above.
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Profile of members cont.
Members by Age Group
14-25

24-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

66+

Not Known

48

129

175

184

204

333

10

Age Range (Years Old)

We have seen an increase this year in women under 25 years of age accessing provision

447 women reported that services helped to improve their well-being by the percentage (%) listed below

18

5

11

12

29

75

81

234

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Member Questionnaire
In January 2019, our volunteer team undertook a questionnaire of all women who attended WHiST over a
period of one week. In total 192 women used services that week and we found the following results;

60% 64%

93%
of women felt it was important
that WHiST was a women
only space.

of women felt better able to
manage their mental health
as a result of accessing
services at WHiST.

of women felt better able to
manage their physical health
as a result of accessing
services at WHiST.

Support accessed by 192 users

Access courses

Received advice
& Information

Accessed social
opportunities

Accessed keep
fit provision

Accessed personal
development support

Received support around
anxiety and depression

Received advice on
health diet

Were supported around a
physical condition

Received
counselling

80%

70%

69%

63%

60%

57%

35%

35%

34%

Impact of services for 192 women
Helped me to overcome isolation

98%

Feel better as a result of attending WHiST

84%

I feel better about myself

77%

I have more confidence

71%

I manage my physical health conditions better

64%

I manage my mental health conditions better

60%

I feel fitter

56%

I do more exercise

56%

I have fewer symptoms now

52%

I have fewer relapses now

46%

I visited my GP less

40%

I have less flare ups/acute episodes now

40%

19
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Governance:
Management Structure
Management Committee
Meets monthly with up
to 12 voting and
4 co-opted members.

Chief
Executive Officer
Full-time post job shared

Counselling
Co-ordinator

Volunteer
Support Worker

Finance
Worker

Job share post

3.5 days/wk

Full-time post

Volunteer
Counsellors

Volunteer Group
Over 40
Supported
Volunteers

Employability
Coach
20hrs/wk

Admin Support
part-time

Office Admin
2 part-time
posts

Course
Co-Ordinator
1 day/wk

Tutors
employed
sessionally

Staff members and volunteers attend the management committee meetings: usually at
least 2 staff members are present. Reports on projects are presented on a cyclic basis.
Volunteers and organisation users sit on the committee as elected members.
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•

There have been 9 voting members sitting on the Management Committee during
this year (Maximum 12).

•

This is a 3 year term of office and persons may then be co-opted for one year.

•

There is 1 Co-opted (Local Authority) member (Maximum 4).

•

Co-opted members are valued, experienced people who aid discussion but have
no voting status.

•

Experts/Consultants are invited to attend as required.

•

At least 2 staff members attend the meeting but have no voting rights.

•

Meetings are held monthly.

•

We will continue to ensure that all processes, procedures and policies are up to date and used as
working documents in line with our level 2 PQASSO quality standard.

2019

Team working
•

WHiST has a strong team working ethic. The staff team meet weekly to look ahead at provision, discuss
progress, share ideas and address any issues.

•

Our highly skilled admin team of Wendy Akins, Debra McBride and Gell Kay underpin the work of the
project.

•

Staff members report on a cyclic basis to the Management Committee on the progress
of their projects.

•

Regular “Thinking Together” sessions have been held during the year bringing together staff, volunteers,
Management Committee and members to look at specific topics,
review progress, develop strategic plans and new initiatives.

•

We have worked together to review progress around our Strategic Plans. (See Page 23)

We would like to thank...
our staff, tutors and volunteers
for their commitment
and dedication
Plus! Our funders for their ongoing support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asda – Tracey Tough and Mavis Maughan
Ballinger Charitable Trust
Big Lottery Fund
Changing Lives
Coalfields Regeneration Trust
Community Foundation
Finn Family Fund
Garfield Weston Foundation
Henry Smith Charity
John Lewis – Denise Nunn
Joicey Trust
Moving on Tyne and Wear

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northumbria Police & Crime Commissioner
Public Health
Sir James Knott Trust
Smallwood Trust
South Tyneside Adult Services
South Tyneside Skills Service
Tyne and Wear Museums
WEA
Willan Charitable Trust
Winter Family Fund
WISE group/BLF/ESF
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Financial info
Total Expenditure £377,150
Fundraising 2%
Governance & Strategic
Development Costs 1%

Central Function
Costs 30%

Direct Service
Delivery Costs 50%

Overhead Costs 17%

Income £276,528
Self Generated
Funds 8%

Grants 47%

Service Level
Agreements 12%

Contracts 33%

AQ Aug 2019

Thanks to Sylvia Hawkins in her role as Finance Worker. Sylvia also manages WHiST’s purpose built premises
ensuring the property is maintained and health and safety is followed.
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Strategic Plan
The Trustees, staff and volunteers worked with Cheryl and Donna from
‘Now is the time’ to review our strategic plan and draw up action plans.
Thank you to Cheryl and Donna for donating their time as facilitators.
Strategic Objective 1: Identifying and responding to the breath and diversity of women’s health and wellbeing needs in South Tyneside
We have
•

been an active member of the South of Tyne Women’s Partnership

•

expanded our services in response to a range of identified needs

•

reviewed evaluation practices to ensure representation of diverse women

Strategic Objective 2: Develop WHiST as a hub for women only health & well being services across South of
Tyne
We have
•

increased partnership work and attendance at local strategic networks

•

provided space for partner agencies to deliver women only work

•

launched a new project, ‘Coming Together in Hard Times’ (see below)

Strategic Objective 3: Introducing changes to strengthen the organisation leading to improved future
sustainability
We are
•

working toward a revised governance structure for the organisation

•

working to diversify our Trustee Board and increase the skills available to the project

Strategic Objective 4: Developing social enterprise responses to women’s health and well-being and in
collaboration with other women’s organisations
We have
•

established the Luna Women’s Collective

•

planned a pilot programme of Saturday opening exploring a social enterprise model

Strategic Objective 5: Develop and implement a comprehensive marketing and communications strategy
We are
•

reviewing our web site and use of social media

•

exploring new technology to develop our mailing list

New Project: Coming Together in Hard Times
WHiST has secured one year’s funding from the Smallwood Trust to research the impact of poverty on women.
Coordinator, Meg Caygill, will establish groups at WHiST to both research the impact and provide meaningful
services that alleviate the difficulties women face.
Meg will network with agencies across the Borough to ensure a diverse range of women’s voices
are included in the research. If you or your agency would like to contribute you can
contact Meg at WHiST, meg@whist.org.uk
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